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Abstract—The development of creativity is necessary for all 
professionals and universities cannot be exempted from it. 
According to studies (Acentura, 2007) is one of creativity 
does not develop skills in universities. Important factors of 
creativity is the intuition study by many authors but is not a 
concluded investigation.  This paper presents the character-
istics of intuition as part of informatics creativity. 

Index Terms—Informatics Teach, Creativity 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Creativity has been studied from antiquity to the present 

day (Gonzalez, 2004; Mitjáns, 1995, de la Torre, 2002) 
and many theoretical assumptions have been developed 
since then. All have agreed in recognizing the unity of 
intuition and logic in this process although each author has 
given prominence to one or the other. However, on intui-
tive processes there is a stalemate that has lasted several 
years (Sinclair, 2011). Various psychological currents 
have addressed the issue from different angles, highlight-
ing in this article the three most important in this study: 
cognitivisto, humanism and historical approach - cultural. 

Furthermore, the formation process engineer has been 
treated differently in the scientific literature (Gonzalez, 
2004) but has not been treated to the creative process and 
especially the development of intuition. That is why this 
article is an approach to the study of intuition in compu-
ting and how to develop it in the process of training of 
engineers. 

II. DEVELOPMENT 
The development of man as a social being imposed on 

this certain challenges in the educational context. It is in 
the historical process where you can find that work has 
been the generator of the greatest discoveries. In the pro-
cess of social historical development reaffirms man as a 
social being and evolves depending on their conditions. 
Their performance is explained by the relationship estab-
lished between the subject and the society in which he 
expresses the relationship between the singular and the 
general. Men make history conditioned by the activity 
engaged in this activity and are the basis for the discovery 
of new knowledge and ways of action in relation to socie-
ty and nature.  

He agrees with Dr. Marta Martinez Wheeler (1995) 
when he says that the theoretical and practical assessment 
leading to the view that creativity is expressed in the trans-
formative socio essence of man, which is not to say that 
all men are creators , but all can be potentially.  

There are countless ways to develop it. Many authors 
among which we can highlight to David Prado (2003), 
Edward de Bono (1973), A. Mitjáns (1995, 1997, 2002), 
America Gonzalez Valdes (1995, 1999) work in this area 

and even have some conflicting criteria in all contact 
points are highlighted. One unit is the logical and intui-
tive. Based on their analysis one can conclude that agree 
on the importance of logic in the verification stage. It is 
possible the contrast between logic and intuition to be 
stages of the same process: the creation. Intuition presents 
new ways to solve known problems, streamlines the work 
but the ideas generated in the process should be filtered 
using intuitive as satellite operations and logical forms of 
thought.  

The creative process is long and complex, and it plays 
an important role intuitive assumptions and carefully 
planned research. With intuition man can find solutions to 
their business problems, they may be wrong or not. So, 
intuitive solutions should be verified through logic. The 
linkage between the logical and the intuitive occurs 
throughout the creative process and in general human ac-
tivity. It can be said that intuition has a strong foundation 
in the subject's experience in a particular field of activity.  

This sudden intuition also appears in creative scientific 
work, sometimes hypothetical tasks whose solutions are 
easier than the methods or paths leading to it, ie when the 
result, the end point, which obviously must lead the think-
ing can anticipate Although the paths that could lead to it, 
are not yet sufficiently known. As is known these cases 
occur in science. 

Psychoanalysis has addressed the issue preferably mo-
tivational creation, claiming that this is rooted in the un-
conscious conflicts and is an embodiment thereof through 
sublimation. L. Kubie (2001), points out the value of pre-
conscious processes for human activity. Meanwhile E. 
Kris (1999) provided ideas regarding that creativity is a 
phase and another elaboration inspirations. In the first, is 
temporarily lost control of thought processes, allowing 
regression preconscious levels leading to greater receptiv-
ity to manage ideas and impulses unrelated.  

With the onset of dual processing theories (Evans, 
2007; Stanovich & West, 2000; Dijksterhuis, 2004; 
Dijksterhuis & Aarts, 2010), there has been a growing 
consensus That information is processed by two inde-
pendent systems interact seamlessly That - until we con-
sciously Intervene.  

Significantly, the analysis of the conception from build-
ing products (Mintzberg, 1998; Sinclair & Ashkanasy, 
2005; Ponomariev, 2002). For this author at the time of 
rest at a subconscious level are produced free associations, 
based on the experience of the subject, which go through a 
decanting at this level. These associations are gathering 
and are forming a solution of the problem starts at the 
moment, to be felt by the individual as a feeling of wellbe-
ing. Also interesting studies about the parts of the brain 
that are stimulated in intuitive processes (Volz and 
Cramon, 2006; KIRSTEN G. Volz, Rubsamen and YVES, 
2008; Reimann & Bechara, 2010). When this process is 
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finished and the individual believed to have "dictated" the 
solution of the problem. However, it is recognized that 
this process is not the same for everyone and shaped into 
different styles and the way it appears, recognizing the 
role of affect in the process intuitive (Dane & Pratt, 2009; 
Dorl er, 2010; Sinclair , 2011; Slovic, Paul and Västfjäll, 
Daniel, 2010).  

In this case seen by the author to the affective approach 
in the study of intuition which is insufficient for under-
standing and leaves several questions. However, it should 
be noted in the analysis of intuition by cognitivism, it is 
necessary to consider the free associations or divergent 
(Sinclair, 2011) but not offered the way down, the creative 
intuition as a style used in decision-making (Sinclair & 
Ashkanasy, 2005; Blume, Brian D, Covin, Jeffrey G., 
2011, Dane, E., & Pratt, M. G, 2007; Morewedge and 
Kahneman, 2010; Sinclair and Ashkanasy , 2005; Martin 
and Hanlon, 2007; DANE and PRATT, 2007; Epstein, 
2008; Betsch, 2008; Morewedge and Kahneman, 2010; 
formulated as the integral part of decision making) or 
problem solving rather than a function itself (Sinclair, 
2011, Dane and Pratt's, 2009) which relates the intuition 
with troubleshooting. It agrees with Sinclair (2011:13) 
when he says "Intuitive expertise draws mostly on locally 
stored accumulated domain-specific patterns in the past". 
This statement relates to motivation intuition this being 
particularly important in the development process and 
formation of an expert in a particular area of knowledge, 
though the author does not explicitly refer.  

On the other hand, cultural historical perspective em-
phasizes intuition as part of the thought processes inti-
mately related affective processes. For Dr. Rita Roland (3) 
defines intuition from its development as a human capaci-
ty. For other Cuban scholars highlighted as part of the 
dialectical relationship established with logical thinking, 
vital for the development of creativity (A. Gonzalez, 
1995; A. Minujin, 1988; A. Mitjáns, 1995, Gonzalez, 
2004; Geisel, 2008; Oliveira, 2009). Although it appears 
that Vygotsky has been busy of intuition can peer into his 
work elements that could lead to explain the origin of free 
associations expressed above.  

For Vygotsky (1934:50) in children may find the lan-
guage that defines complex as follows: "The thinking is 
complex and coherent thought and purpose, but does not 
reflect the objective relations just as conceptual thinking" , 
from which it follows that there are differences between 
the author called conceptual thinking. Subsequently, the 
author continues differentiating these concepts "... A com-
plex, therefore, is first and foremost a given pool of ob-
jects connected by real links, and as there is formed in the 
plane of logical-abstract to junctions creates, as well as 
helping to create, lack logic unit and can be of many dif-
ferent types. Any truly present connection can lead to the 
inclusion of a given element in a complex. fundamental 
difference between a complex and consists concept fol-
lowing: while the latter groups objects according to one 
attribute, the links that connect the elements of a complex 
with the total, and each other, can be as diverse as they are 
actually the contacts and relationships of the elements. " 
(Vygotsky, 1934: 50). In this paragraph we can infer that 
there is great similarity between free associations or asso-
ciations Ponomariev analyzed by divergent Sinclair 
(2011) and for complex thought addressed by Vygotsky.  

Following Vygotsky's ideas concerning the complex 
thinking by this author classifies them into five types 

(Vygotsky, 1934) in which we can appreciate the features 
addressed are linkages intuition as variables in the group-
ing of objects, contrast and similarity selection . Another 
similar device is in "... The critical attribute changes 
throughout the process. There consistency or type of links 
in the manner in which a chain link is joined with the pre-
ceding and following it , and the original sample has no 
central significance. Each link, once included in a com-
plex chain is as important as the first, and can become the 
magnet that attracts a number of other objects. " (Vygot-
sky, 1934:52). Also in the same way refers to "... complex 
is characterized by diffuse flow of each attribute that links 
the isolated elements. Ties Through fuzzy and indetermi-
nate groups form perceptually concrete objects or pic-
tures." (Vygotsky, 1934:53). This Author complexes be-
tween thought and conceptual thinking is thinking pseudo 
- conceptual.  

On the same page 53 Vygotsky says "To complete the 
complex scheme of thought, we describe a latter type, the 
bridge, as it were, between the described and the final 
stage, higher development of concept formation. This type 
we have given the name of pseudo-concept ... " and con-
tinues on page 54 stating "In the experimental environ-
ment, the child produces a pseudo-concept increasingly 
surrounding an example with objects that could well have 
been assembled on the basis of an abstract concept." In 
this way it is moving to a conceptual thinking that, how-
ever, does not eliminate the complex but thought by this 
shaping underlying inner speech. "In inner speech, the 
phenomenon reaches its climax. Not uncommon that ego-
centric speech be inexplicable to others. Watson says that 
inner speech be incomprehensible ... " (Vygotsky, 1934: 
109)  

"But while in external speech thought is embodied in 
words, in inner speech words die as soon as the thought 
passed. Inner speech is largely thought of pure meanings, 
is dynamic and unstable, fluctuating between the word and 
thought, the two components roughly outlined verbal 
thought. Their true nature and location can only be under-
stood after examining the next plane of verbal thought, 
even more internal than inner speech ... That plane is the 
thought itself "(Vygotsky, 1934: 110). Many of the au-
thors dedicated to intuition () similarly explain, as a pro-
cess which should take immediate note to keep the ideas 
expressed. 

The main limitation of Vygotsky, the author relates the 
key elements addressed on intuition, is in it for the stu-
dents based on their ideas. As seen in this sketch of the 
fundamental conceptions about intuition is a multifactor 
process with causes that have not yet been fully clarified 
scientifically. It also follows the earlier draft which is a 
process with a high degree of uncertainty involving non-
conscious processes. That is why this author believes that 
it is a process characterized by complexity. 

On the other hand several authors recognize the role of 
affective processes (Pretz, JE, & Totz, KS, 2007; Pretz, 
JE, 2008, Dane & Pratt, 2009; Sinclair, 2011). Recent 
research on the role of emotions and expertise also sug-
gests that intuition is more contextual than you think 
(Baylor, 2001; Coget, 2004; Pretz, JE, & Totz, KS, 2007, 
Sinclair, 2011) for considering what intuition is necessary 
to analyze the activity in which the person develops. 

Another element to consider is the relationship intuition 
and subjective processes taking place in the person. For 
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(Gonzalez, 2007) subjective sense is defined as the psy-
chological unit developing inseparable integrates symbolic 
processes and emotions, so that the emergence of one 
evokes the other, without cause, and without there being 
any linearity in the subsequent unfolding of these process-
es, during which new features are appearing new psycho-
logical and subjective meanings. The subjective senses are 
a human production that takes place in the experience, but 
it takes dynamic forms of organization, both within the 
personality, providing the basis for a redefinition of the 
concept, and in different social spaces within which de-
velop different human activities. That is why the author 
felt intuition can be considered as a process that is part of 
the subjective sense to develop on the basis of the experi-
ence (Pretz, JE, & Totz, KS, 2007; Pretz, JE, 2008, Dane 
& Pratt, 2009; Sinclair, 2011;, Jeffrey G., 2011, Dane, E., 
& Pratt, M. G, 2007; Morewedge and Kahneman, 2010; 
Sinclair and Ashkanasy, 2005, Martin and Hanlon, 2007; 
DANE and PRATT , 2007; Epstein, 2008; Betsch, 2008; 
Morewedge and Kahneman, 2010) and adopting dynamic 
forms. 

However, the author does not match Pretz (2011) when 
he says that there are several types of intuition: inferential 
and affective holistic because it represents a dichotomy 
process unnecessarily product cognitivist conception of 
the author. To the author's intuition manifests depending 
on the interests and motivations of the individual consti-
tutes an expression of the subjectivity of the individual 
concept defined by Fernando Gonzalez (2010) in a partic-
ular activity, thus manifests itself in different ways. 

From the variety of existing criteria and integrating in-
tuition and exposed to the elements the author intuition is 
the complex process without conscious regulation given to 
appropriate forms of activity depending on the individual's 
motivational training and is based on experiences accumu-
lated to form free associations in a particular historical and 
social context that is integrated in the subjective sense.  

Immediate task is proceeding to clarify the relationship 
between intuition and creativity in computer science. The 
research of the necessary elements for the consideration of 
what creative and if a person is creative or not is today 
under heavy yet controversial, especially on informatics 
context. The creative process present in people who are 
dedicated to solving your computer problems or teaching 
has different characteristics to other sciences as it is per-
meated by the characteristics of the branch of human 
knowledge in which it develops. The development of crea-
tivity in a computer context it will play in three fundamen-
tal aspects expressed by Dr. Carlos Exposito (2009):  

1. Protection of Information.  
2. Transmission of Information.  
3. Conservation of Information.  

 

It is the author's opinion that working with different 
system and also created one of the edges where the com-
puter expresses creativity, especially when these systems 
lead to the paradigm shift.  

In the definitions of Cuban writers on creativity dis-
cussed earlier in this thesis highlights different elements 
that, in the opinion of the author, must be analyzed in the 
context of teaching programming or software production.  

The author believes that the ultimate in computing re-
fers to can be found in the production process of concepts, 
methods, models, systems and / or computer algorithms 

that have been made previously in a given social context. 
The novelty in this case ranges from software developers, 
companies that set guidelines for the work computer to the 
student preparing for the production of software or com-
puter education. However, it is important to note that the 
process proceeds in different manner for each of the cases 
mentioned above.  

A remarkable element points to the social historical 
context in which the individual develops as Mitjáns says 
Dr. Albertina (2002) in the definition discussed above, 
since it addresses the issue of student and algorithms crea-
tor and producer discovered or not software, commercial 
occasionally, until the scheduler is in software producing 
companies. In the analysis of creativity in the context of 
information technology is essential to consider the condi-
tions under which it develops and the resources available 
to each of them that determines the platform used to de-
velop the systems. Therefore consideration of social de-
mands is an important element to consider in the devel-
opment of creativity in the context of teaching program-
ming.  

While integrity must express the cognitive and the af-
fective, emotional process in the case of information is 
vital. The motivation for the implementation of activities 
related to solving computer problems and contradictions 
they contain, and induces favorable performance of cogni-
tive actions needed to remedy them as expressing the au-
thors Shari Park-Gates (2001), Saturnino de la Torre 
(2002), Marta Martinez Wheeler (1999) among others. 
Cognitive activity in informatics is preceded by an intense 
motivational contradictions arising from problematic situ-
ations expressed in the individual drives in the computer 
building. To the author's creativity in computer science is 
defined as the process of producing complex concepts, 
methods, models, systems and / or computer algorithms 
related to aspects of information technology development 
to meet the social demands characterized by generation, 
extension, flexibility and autonomy.  

The characteristics listed by America Gonzalez (1999) 
fit the object of study so it is necessary to resize its dimen-
sions in the computer context that the author may be con-
sidered: 

Generation: The original production itself, which re-
lates to the resourcefulness and discovery to act inde-
pendently, to reach creative transformation. Indicators are: 

1. Production of various concepts, models, algorithms 
or codes for the solution of a problem. 

2. Determination of the algorithms or concepts to be 
applied in the solution of a problem. 

Extension: This refers to the production of ideas, ques-
tions, problematizations, and solutions that advance the 
knowledge and experience themselves and / or others. It is 
the author's opinion referred to in computer algorithms to 
obtain not studied in classes, programs and models that 
integrate complex data types discussed forming the new 
data types or problems to solve. Indicators are: 

1. Design and development of new systems, concepts, 
algorithms or codes that solve a problem. 

2. Ideas to improve the systems, concepts, or codes ex-
isting algorithms to solve a problem. 

3. New problems arising from practice that can be com-
puterized. 
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Flexibility: This involves the ability to give a variety of 
responses, modify the ideas and overcome stiffness. Con-
sider the author expressed in the analysis of different data 
models, algorithms and codes used to represent the prob-
lem and determine its solution and its codification. Are 
indicators: 

1. Possible solutions to the problem. 
1. Determining the possible solutions to the problem 

from the computing resources they have available. 
2. Observe and change their opinions based on bench-

marking against existing in the solution of the prob-
lem when necessary. 

3. Collaboration with the persons involved in the pro-
cess of building the software. 

 

Autonomy: To think for ourselves, make our own deci-
sions without belittling other people's judgments. Deter-
mine which of the algorithms obtained is the most effi-
cient and which model best represents the relationships 
contained in the problem. Are indicators: 

1. Using their own criteria in determining the algo-
rithms or concepts to be applied in the solution of a 
problem. 

2. Using experience in developing algorithms, codes or 
systems. 

 

Creativity computing previously defined to express the 
process of creating a given computer as a key to an indi-
vidual's personality together with the attention to be given 
to the creative process. 

Defined in computing creativity, intuition in computing 
should be characterized depending on the activity per-
formed as defined above. That is why the author considers 
the complex process without conscious regulation that 
gives the ownership and / or obtaining concepts, methods, 
models, systems and / or computer algorithms, with the 
project as a key activity, depending on subjectivity of the 
individual and is based on experiences accumulated to 
form free associations in a particular historical and social 
context. Each of these results of intuition in computer ac-
tivity must then be verified logically and in this sense, the 
hardware to use plays an essential role as the ultimate cri-
terion of truth. It is necessary to address this latter ap-
proach because, in the opinion of the author, the dialecti-
cal hardware - software is contextualized to the concrete 
historical situation of the computer problem to solve. 

Still, in the opinion of this author, has not fully resolved 
the issues raised on the development of intuition in com-
puting as part of computer creativity if not addressed 
pathways for development. In commenting above Vygot-
sky's ideas were discussed important aspects that should 
not stop being treated. It is the opinion of the author that 
place individuals in situations that allow solutions with 
high variability and form associations considering the 
dialectical relationship between them could be a solution 
to this problem. Please note also the mistakes and include 
them as part of learning, assuming that the error is neces-
sary and providing a holistic and comprehensive training 
to individuals. 

On the other hand (Liberman, 2000; Pretz and Totz, 
2007, Sinclair, 2011; Sinclair, 2010) suggest the need for 
expertise and personally experienced obtained with a high 
degree of emotional involvement to be taken over by the 
intuitive processes. For these authors the contradictions 

underpin the development of intuition and in the opinion 
of a large number of authors teaching problem represents 
the ultimate opportunity to feed into the process of teach-
ing. It is therefore necessary to characterize the teaching 
problem in computer education. Within the categorical 
system of teaching problem highlights the problem situa-
tion. The problem situation represents the contradiction 
resulting in students 'surprise', a state of bewilderment at a 
situation in which he knows that there is "something" is 
wrong, it is not right in line with the system of knowledge 
which is has appropriated. 

In the teaching of Computing the author acknowledges 
that there are several types of problematic situations given 
by the characteristics of this science as a realization of 
these general 

A. No correspondence between the concept, model or 
procedure and the requirements of the task 

This situation is in line with the first given by Marta 
Martinez. The student does not know the concept and / or 
the procedure that allows solving the task. To solve prob-
lems associated with the determination of a value and 
comparison with previous values is necessary to introduce 
the concept of settlement. The solution of the problem is 
given in the array concept as variable type and establish-
ing operations in computing expression. 

B. Contradiction between the concept, model and / or 
the procedure and its expression in a computer system 

The student knows various concepts or models but not 
how they are managed by a computer system or computer 
science. In this case we can find concepts like cycle, vari-
able, column, row. The first concept is taught from the 
construction of the pseudo code is presented in contradic-
tion coding algorithm obtained. 

C. No correlation between the expression of a concept 
computer in another system in the same family and 
the system used 

This situation can be found in the students who have 
prepared in Pascal and go to another programming lan-
guage like C + + or Java. In this case students are mainly 
based on the analogy and the system helps to solve the 
problem. It becomes a problem for those students whose 
teacher development lets them know what is sought. The 
computing experience plays a key role. 

D. Contradiction between the potential of the system 
and the task at hand 

Teaching is typical of systems that are updated versions 
of others with whom already own or the student already 
knows. It is in the teaching of new language instructions 
for the task. 

E. Contradiction between the algorithm, the pseudo - 
code and its implementation in a system 

The contradiction lies in the possibility of algorithmic 
the process, however, can not encode in a computer sys-
tem. An example of this is seen in the process of copying 
texts if they know the procedure to copy files. The contra-
diction is how to select the texts. It can take from a frag-
ment encoding to any encoding step. 
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F. Problem Teacher 
The student has assimilated the contradiction contained 

in the problem situation and is oriented toward what to 
look for. The problem must be well developed so that stu-
dents can provide elements in the search for the unknown, 
but gives no solution pathways. The computer education 
has gone through several approaches systematized by Dr. 
Carlos Expósito (2009) which are given below: 

1. Manual Focus 
2. Algorithmic Approach 
3. Base Problem Approach 
4. Focus Problematics 
5. Project Approach 

 

The project approach proposed by the author proposes 
to solve the task in which they integrate knowledge based 
on the core concept is being called by the author as a pro-
ject with minimum requirements. The solution of the pro-
ject with minimum requirements for a student involves a 
set of basic knowledge that should be included in the pro-
ject to be evaluated. Based on these minimum require-
ments are structured problematic situations that the author 
has termed as problematics nodes associated with the pro-
ject. 

The concatenation of problematics nodes and relation-
ships established between them to solve the project is one 
of the fundamental aspects of the system approach in 
teaching computer science (54). 

The teaching problem is characterized by the formation 
of the contradiction between the known and the unknown 
structured by the teacher. In problémico approach inte-
grated with the project approach, the author believes that 
the contradiction can be structured in two ways substan-
tially different: 
• enunciated by the teacher. 
• emanating from the solution of the project submitted 

by the student. 
 

For the student has a higher level of demand since they 
face several problematic situations (along the theme) dif-
ferent in context to his and the outcome (knowledge) 
should be reformulated in terms of their problem be 
solved, an important element in structuring its scope. An-
other edge of the situation is the approach by the student 
problems that may lead to the solution of your project, 
which encourages questioning, for problems that contrib-
utes to the development of intuition as part of creativity in 
computer science.  

III. CONCLUSIONS  
Intuition as part of the creative process is one of the 

least studied in the literature although there is a resurgence 
of his analysis in the scientific literature. Various defini-
tions of intuition in the literature is cognitive in nature but 
does not occur in the same way from the cultural historical 
approach, main reference of the investigation. Therefore 
define intuition based on the historical and cultural budg-
ets is a major theoretical result. To be consistent with this 
relation is then defined psychological intuition in an area 
of knowledge and how to develop professionals in this 
area, being the result of fundamental theoretical research.  
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